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The Rights of Women in Islam 2008

women s issues continue to dominate the islamic world in particular as there has been a very gradual change in the status of women in the islamic

world as a whole this book covers various aspects relating to the status of women in the pre islamic period customs and traditions forms of marriage

divorce and forms of divorce dower traditions regarding slave girls and so on it then goes on to deal with the status of women in the post islamic period

the qur anic concept of women s rights in marriage divorce inheritance custody of children polygamy maintenance property right to earn etc it quotes

extensively from the qur an and sunnah it also deals with the arab adaat that is pre islamic customs and traditions regarding women altogether it

attempts to arm muslim women with islamic arguments for their empowerment the author a renowned scholar has sought to set the record straight by

reinterpreting women s rights in the true qur anic spirit he argues quite convincingly that the holy book gives equal rights to both the sexes and it does

not discriminate between them as regards personal democratic and human rights the question whether in a secular society muslim personal law needs

any change and if so in which direction the reform should be undertaken is dealt with in detail this third edition contains a chapter on a muslim woman

leading the congregational prayer this chapter deals with the important aspect of muslim women s problems and also hopes to further enhance their

understanding of the shari ah issues

Status of Women in Islam 1996

the present book deals with the status of women in islam it has been divided into two parts the first deals with the status of women as per tenets of

islam in the family structure and in the society and economy and the other with the status of muslim women in our country the problems specifically

highlighted are the acquisition of knowledge by muslim women their participation in the process of consultation their rights and obligations in regard to

social life of muslim community and their role in economic activities
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Women and Gender in Islam 2021-03-16

a classic pioneering account of the lives of women in islamic history republished for a new generation this pioneering study of the social and political

lives of muslim women has shaped a whole generation of scholarship in it leila ahmed explores the historical roots of contemporary debates ambitiously

surveying islamic discourse on women from arabia during the period in which islam was founded to iraq during the classical age to egypt during the

modern era the book is now reissued as a veritas paperback with a new foreword by kecia ali situating the text in its scholarly context and explaining its

enduring influence ahmed s book is a serious and independent minded analysis of its subject the best informed most sympathetic and reliable one that

exists today edward w said destined to become a classic it gives muslim women back our rightful place at the center of our histories rana kabbani the

guardian

Great Women of Islam 2001

this book is about the life stories of the mothers of the believers and 16 other sahabyat who had been given the good news of the paradise in this world

by prophet muhammad s there are good examples in the lifestyle of the mothers of the believers and women companions especially for the muslim

women it is necessary for all of us to study the seerah of these noble and fortunate women besides the mothers of the believers the compiler of the

book has included the description of those sixteen women who had been given the good news of the paradise in this world by the prophet muhammad s

although the original book is in the urdu language but the efforts of the translator had made it more beneficial for the readers

Women in Islam 2003

in this two volume set all the issues concerning women in islam religions sociological sexual and cultural have been exhanstively discussed
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Women In Islam- Exploring New Paradigms 2015

women in islam exploring new paradigms is a revolutionary book that explores the vast literature and canonical texts on the rights of muslim women the

author argues that the revelation of qur an marked a watershed in the history of muslim women it empowered them in several ways if women are

oppressed today it is on account of factors extrinsic to islam had the true intent of the qur an been followed there would have been gender equality but

this true intent was undermined by arabian patriarchal practices and by imports from surrounding in egalitarian civilizations he believes that the solution

lies not in reforming but in rediscovering islam differences regarding gender status are attributed primarily to the way the qur an has been predominantly

interpreted especially in the shari a holy law

Women in Islamic Biographical Collections 1994

political projects of modern nation states the specificities of their nationalist histories and the positioning of islam vis a vis diverse nationalisms are

addressed in this volume with respect to their implications and consequences for women through a series of case studies

Status of Women in Islam 2001

relying explicitly on the source texts of islam including the holy quran and the sayings of the holy prophet muhammad dr da costa details the true rights

and roles of muslim women

Women, Islam and the State 2016-07-27

contributed articles
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The Honor of Women in Islam 2002

this book distinguishes islam as a spiritual message from the sociopolitical context of its revelation while the sacred text of the quran reveals a clear

empowerment of women and equality of believers such spirit is barely reflected in the interpretations trapped between western rhetoric that portrays

them as submissive figures in desperate need of liberation and centuries old parochial interpretations that have almost become part of the sacred

muslim women are pressured and profoundly misunderstood asma lamrabet laments this state of affairs and the inclination of both muslims and non

muslims to readily embrace flawed human interpretations that devalue women rather than remaining faithful to the meaning of the sacred text full of

insight this study carefully reads the qur an to arrive at its deeper spiritual teachings

Status of Women in Islam 1987

is women s inequality supported by the qur an do men have the exclusive right to interpret islam s holy scripture in her best selling book believing

women in islam unreading patriarchal interpretations of the qur an asma barlas argues that far from supporting male privilege the qur an actually

encourages the full equality of women and men she explains why a handful of verses have been interpreted to favor men and shows how these same

verses can be read in an egalitarian way that is fully supported by the text itself and compatible with the qur an s message that it is complete and self

consistent a brief introduction presents the arguments of believing women in a simplified way that will be accessible and inviting to general readers and

undergraduate students the authors focus primarily on the qur an s teachings about women and patriarchy they show how traditional teachings about

women s inferiority are not supported by the qur an but were products of patriarchal societies that used it to justify their existing religious and social

structures the authors hope is that by understanding how patriarchal traditionalists have come to exercise so much authority in today s islam as well as

by rereading some of the qur an s most controversial verses adherents of the faith will learn to question patriarchal dogma and see that an egalitarian

reading of the qur an is equally possible and for myriad reasons more plausible
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Women and Men in the Qur’ān 2018-05-02

for several decades the muslim world has experienced a religious resurgence the reassertion of islam in personal and political life has taken many forms

from greater attention to religious practice to the emergence of islamic organizations movements and institutions one of the most controversial and

emotionally charged aspects of this revival has been its effect on women in muslim societies the essays collected in this book place this issue in its

historical context and offer case studies of muslim societies from north africa to southeast asia these fascinating studies shed light on the impact of the

islamic resurgence on gender issues in iran egypt jordan pakistan oman bahrain the philippines and kuwait taken together the essays reveal the wide

variety that exists among muslim societies and believers and the complexity of the issues under consideration they show that new things are happening

for women across the islamic world and are in many cases being initiated by women themselves the volume as a whole militates against the stereotype

of muslim women as repressed passive and without initiative while acknowledging the very real obstacles to women s initiatives in most of these

societies

Women in Sharīʼah (Islamic Law) 1990

does islam call for the oppression of women the subjugation of women in many muslim countries is often used as evidence of this while many muslims

read the qur an in ways that seem to justify sexual oppression and inequality in this paradigm shifting book asma barlas argues that far from supporting

male privilege the qur an actually affirms the complete equality of the sexes offering a historical analysis of religious authority and knowledge barlas

shows how for centuries muslims have read patriarchy into the qur an to justify existing religious and social structures in this seminal volume she takes

readers into the heart of islamic teachings on women gender and patriarchy offering an egalitarian reading of islam s most sacred scripture this revised

edition includes two new chapters a new preface and updates throughout
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Believing Women in Islam 2019-01-16

a new perspective is a dialogue between an islamic scholar and a muslim woman the book discusses and expounds various issues regarding the rights

and laws that pertain to women in islam and unwraps some of the distorted images and misconceptions that surround muslim women this book is one of

the many islamic publications distributed by ahlulbayt organization throughout the world in different languages with the aim of conveying the message of

islam to the people of the world ahlulbayt organization shia es is a registered organization that operates and is sustained through collaborative efforts of

volunteers in many countries around the world and it welcomes your involvement and support its objectives are numerous yet its main goal is to spread

the truth about the islamic faith in general and the shi a school of thought in particular due to the latter being misrepresented misunderstood and its

tenets often assaulted by many ignorant folks muslims and non muslims organization s purpose is to facilitate the dissemination of knowledge through a

global medium the internet to locations where such resources are not commonly or easily accessible or are resented resisted and fought in addition for a

complete list of our published books please refer to our website shia es or send us an email to info shia es

Islam, Gender, and Social Change 1997-12-11

popular belief is that women have no freedom and no status in an islamic society but this is based on total ignorance and misinformation the book may

prove to be an eye opener for the intellecutals and the general readers alike

Woman in Islam 2005

a new perspective is a dialogue between an islamic scholar and a muslim woman the book discusses and expounds various issues regarding the rights

and laws that pertain to women in islam and unwraps some of the distorted images and misconceptions that surround muslim women this book is one of

the many islamic publications distributed by ahlulbayt organization throughout the world in different languages with the aim of conveying the message of
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islam to the people of the world ahlulbayt organization shia es is a registered organization that operates and is sustained through collaborative efforts of

volunteers in many countries around the world and it welcomes your involvement and support its objectives are numerous yet its main goal is to spread

the truth about the islamic faith in general and the shi a school of thought in particular due to the latter being misrepresented misunderstood and its

tenets often assaulted by many ignorant folks muslims and non muslims organization s purpose is to facilitate the dissemination of knowledge through a

global medium the internet to locations where such resources are not commonly or easily accessible or are resented resisted and fought in addition for a

complete list of our published books please refer to our website shia es or send us an email to info shia es

Believing Women' in Islam 2019-02-28

a world renowned professor of islamic studies amina wadud has long been at the forefront of what she calls the gender jihad the struggle for justice for

women within the global islamic community in 2005 she made international headlines when she helped to promote new traditions by leading the muslim

friday prayer in new york city provoking a firestorm of media controversy and kindling charges of blasphemy among conservative muslims worldwide in

this provocative book inside the gender jihad wadud brings a wealth of experience from the trenches of the jihad to make a passionate argument for

gender inclusiveness in the muslim world knitting together scrupulous scholarship with lessons drawn from her own experiences as a woman she

explores the array of issues facing muslim women today including social status education sexuality and leadership a major contribution to the debate on

women and islam amina wadud s vision for changing the status of women within islam is both revolutionary and urgent

A New Perspective 2015-11-12

it brings light to all issues concerning women in relation to islam and makes clarifications on the misunderstanding on gender justice in islam being a

reputed islamic theologian his statements ascend logical exclusiveness with the discovery of true islamic commands to the second sex a benchmark for

the disciplines of islamic and women studies
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Status of Women in Islam 2003

a solemn attempt to rediscover the qurnic basis of gender equality determining the status of women in islam to recapture the spirit of quranic revelation

further to reconstruct islamic theology from an egalitarian perspectives a comprehensive and exhaustive study

The Islamic View of Women and the Family 1995

the treatment and role of women are among the most discussed and controversial aspects of islam the rights of muslim women have become part of the

western political agenda often perpetuating a stereotype of universal oppression muslim women living in america continue to be marginalized and

misunderstood since the 9 11 terrorist attacks yet their contributions are changing the face of islam as it is seen both within muslim communities in the

west and by non muslims in their public and private lives muslim women are actively negotiating what it means to be a woman and a muslim in an

american context yvonne yazbeck haddad jane i smith and kathleen m moore offer a much needed survey of the situation of muslim american women

focusing on how muslim views about and experiences of gender are changing in the western diaspora centering on muslims in america the book

investigates muslim attempts to form a new american islam such specific issues as dress marriage childrearing conversion and workplace discrimination

are addressed the authors also look at the ways in which american muslim women have tried to create new paradigms of islamic womanhood and are

reinterpreting the traditions apart from the males who control the mosque institutions a final chapter asks whether 9 11 will prove to have been a

watershed moment for muslim women in america this groundbreaking work presents the diversity of muslim american women and demonstrates the

complexity of the issues impeccably researched and accessible it broadens our understanding of islam in the west and encourages further exploration

into how muslim women are shaping the future of american islam
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A New Perspective 2015-11-06

a new perspective is a dialogue between an islamic scholar and a muslim woman the book discusses and expounds various issues regarding the rights

and laws that pertain to women in islam and unwraps some of the distorted images and misconceptions that surround muslim women

Inside the Gender Jihad 2013-10-01

challenging the conservative framers of islamic law who accorded a lesser status to women mohammad ali syed argues that the quran and the hadith

the two primary sources of islamic law actually place muslim women on the same level as muslim men syed provides an overview of both sources and

explores their respective roles in islamic law emphasizing the quran s role as the supreme authority and questioning the authenticity of some of the

alleged sayings of the prophet muhammad pbuh from these texts he elaborates women s rights in a variety of areas including treatment by god

marriage divorce financial provisions and custody of children coming out of seclusion purdah and taking part in social economic legal and political

activities rather than presenting what is practiced today the book covers the theoretical position of muslim women as sanctioned by the quran and the

authentic hadith and offers a glimpse of the exalted position of honor and dignity enjoyed by muslim women in the early days of islam this well

researched book is made more distinctive by the author s personal experience raised in bengal india syed was inspired by his family who valued men

and women equally as he grew up syed realized that most muslim women lived very differently than the women of his family according to the author his

family was egalitarian because his father and male relatives were not only devout muslims but also very knowledgeable about islam this book is a

culmination of his lifelong concern for women s rights under islam
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Islam, Women, and Gender Justice 2001

opinions differ concerning women s status in islam some scholars hold that islam oppresses women while others believe that islamic women enjoy high

status compared with other religions this book presents viewpoints that address many of the concerns for women in islam from dress to property rights

to personal rights

Women and Islam 1993

a new perspective is a dialogue between an islamic scholar and a muslim woman the book discusses and expounds various issues regarding the rights

and laws that pertain to women in islam and unwraps some of the distorted images and misconceptions that surround muslim women

Islam and Gender Justice 2005

collection of major references to women in the quran and hadiths the two central pillars of islam on which islamic legislation and social practice are

based topics covered include hygiene divorce marriage sex and chastity inheritance and status and rights

Muslim Women in America 2006-03-02

asma sayeed s book traces the history of muslim women s religious education over the course of nearly ten centuries it focuses on women s

transmission of religious knowledge specifically of reports attributed to the prophet muḥammad and examines the reasons for the rise decline and

reappearance of women in this arena it also relates these trends to broader issues facing muslim communities in these eras this fascinating history is

relevant for anyone interested in the history of muslim women as well as those seeking a fuller understanding of developments in muslim educational
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and social history such as the development of sunnī muslim orthodoxy the evolution of the scholarly classes ulamā and the social history of ḥadīth

transmission

A New Perspective: Women in Islam 2017-10-24

the women of islam the traditional muslim woman stands firm as a pillar of religious devotion and obedience this two part work is designed to offer the

context of the history of the woman s role in islam from its inception examining the conditioning of the sacred feminine over time how deeply are the

threads of religious identity sown what s inside a look at female education employment attire livelihood and inheritance in islam islamic women s role as

children in marriage and as mothers the indigenous authentication of women in islam contrast of genders in islam and more muslim women in islam is a

companion of timothy aldred s sharia law a grisly work of islam muslim and criminal law islam and the history of islamic terror understanding the role

god plays in a muslim world expect to have your eyes opened also includes a bonus preview of timothy aldred s 1 international bestseller 6 steps to

religious freedom learn how to reclaim your mind from catholic church history think for yourself and enjoy your true religious freedom

The Position of Women in Islam 2012-02-01

a must education for college syllabus an ideal book to gift on wedding occassions this book contains do s and don ts for pre marriage and married life

send your good suggestions and appropriate questions to include in next lot of printing on the subject discussed here with your name address phone

and e mail addressto the author by post or email

Women in Islam 2005

family law and politics volume ii of the encyclopedia of women islamic cultures brings together over 360 entries on women family law politics and islamic
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cultures around the world

A New Perspective: Women in Islam 2017-10-07

women in islam explores the complexities of gender relations in muslim communities in the horn of africa and beyond engaging critically with the social

political and cultural challenges associated with the intersection of islam and gender with an eclectic selection of essays academic papers opinion pieces

and personal narratives punctuated with poetry and art the journal seeks to spark creative and forward looking discussions on how to effectively improve

the status of women in muslim societies women in islam is published annually by siha the strategic initiative for women in the horn of africa issue three

of women in islam includes investigations of social issues profiles of inspiring women book and film reviews poetry and opinion pieces the dossier on

living with religious militancy explores womens experiences in contexts of conflict and extremism with articles on the dilemma of female political islamists

a gender segregated community in eastern sudan and women of boko haram other articles include stories of sufi women the experience of female

convert to islam ziba mir hosseinis quest for equality in islamic law and reviews of wadjda and timbuktu

Women in Islam 2013-10-18

contains brief life sketches and distinguishing characteristics of 40 eminent islamic men and women from various fields

Women and the Transmission of Religious Knowledge in Islam 2013-08-06

mernissi endeavors to show that discrimination against women so common in the muslim world today is not a fundamental tenet of islam as many

contemporary male muslims would like us to believe her basic premise is that islam is inherently egalitarian and using extensive documentation from the

koran the hadith and other islamic historical commentary mernissi proves her hypothesis
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Muslim Women in Islam 2016-04-21

The Dignity of Women in ISLAM 2014-05-01

Encyclopedia of Women and Islamic Cultures 2003

Women, Islam & Equality 2006

The Rights and Duties of Women in Islam 2017-12-29

SIHA Journal: Women in Islam (Issue Three) 1994

Forty Great Men and Women in Islam 1991-07-22

The Veil And The Male Elite
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